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Executive Summary

Timber clearing is used for both forest management and to convert forestland to another use (e.g., agriculture or development). Examining the rate, extent, and timing of timber clearing in the state of New Hampshire (NH) is integral to understanding patterns of silviculture and forest conversion.

In 1995, a group from the University of New Hampshire analyzed the amount of intensive timber clearing (e.g., clearcutting) in NH, but did not evaluate the timing or post-harvest outcome, and a follow-up analysis has not been completed since. Here, we provide a follow-up to those initial assessments and specifically evaluate (1) the number, timing, and size of moderate (>20ft²/ac residual basal area) and intensive (<20ft²/ac residual basal area) timber clearings (>3 ac in size) in NH between 2000 and 2018 detected via remote sensing, (2) the proportion of those clearings determined to be intensive (i.e., clearcuts), and (3) the likely post-harvest outcome (i.e., silviculture or land use conversion).

Comparison to available spatial data for known silvicultural clearcuts showed that our inventory had few commission errors (1.7% by area), indicating that these results do not overestimate moderate and intensive timber clearing area overall. However, the remote sensing inventory could not distinguish between moderate (>20ft²/ac residual basal area) and intensive (<20ft²/ac residual basal area) timber clearings. Using a subset of clearings, we determined that slightly more than half were intensive cuts. Omission errors (11% by area) indicated that this inventory may have missed some timber clearings, particularly those <10 ac in size.

Overall, we found 203,816 acres of moderate and intensive timber clearing over the 18-year period, with 55% classified as intensive timber clearings and the remainder (44%) classified as moderate. Annually, this equated to 11,323 ac (0.2% of the state’s forestland) cleared in moderate or intensive clearings, with about 6,197 ac (0.1% of the state’s forestland) estimated to be intensive clearings. These values do not include low intensity harvests that may not be detected via remote sensing (e.g., single tree selection, thinning, etc.). We found that more than 80% of cuts occurred on private, non-conserved lands where rates of timber clearing were the highest. Further, the amount of timber clearing has been increasing overtime; this was not due to increased land conversion rates, but more land managed for silviculture. Statewide, 80% of the harvest area was for silvicultural purposes rather than land use conversion. Annual rates of timber clearing were similar across counties and years, but the proportion that may have been cleared for non-silvicultural purposes varied spatially. Annually, we estimated the amount of forestland conversion to be approximately 2,264 ac/yr (0.04% of forestland).
Background

New Hampshire is about 83% forested. Of this, about 72% of the forestland is privately owned, with the remainder in public ownership (e.g., federal, state, or municipal) (Morin 2018). With this distribution of landowners, it can be difficult for forest managers and policymakers to assess and track spatiotemporal patterns of forest management and conversion across the state. Although the amount of forestland in the state has remained stable at ~81% since 2007, this follows a slow decline in forest cover since the 1960s (Morin 2018). There is concern that the state could continue to lose more forestland to development and other land uses. Understanding the spatial patterns and post-harvest outcomes of timber clearings, in particular intensive clearings (i.e., clearcuts), is a critical first step.

Forest managers utilize silvicultural clearcutting in a variety of ways as an even-aged forest management technique to regenerate a desirable mix of shade intolerant and mid-tolerant tree species, promote early successional forest conditions (often for wildlife priorities), increase short-term economic yields, or to rehabilitate forest stands comprised of less desirable timber (Ward et al., 2013). On the ground, these goals could be achieved through a range of applications including, large clearings, strip cuts, patch cuts, or a combination of these approaches. As the forests in NH mature following widespread land clearing in the early 20th century, the age, size, and species diversity of the state’s forestland have declined. Thus, timber clearing can be a useful tool to promote both structural and compositional diversity at a landscape scale. Understanding the amount of early-successional forests created each year through timber clearing can help managers assess if the desired forest diversity is being achieved.

Forest clearing is employed for land-use conversion as well; for example, to expand agricultural land or for planned development. When forests are cut and converted to another land use, these areas may remain non-forested in perpetuity, and lose important ecological functioning they once provided. Thus, the trajectory of a timber clearing can have two distinct post-harvest outcomes: (1) the area is allowed to regrow as forest, or (2) the area is maintained for other non-forest purposes. Understanding the amount of timber clearing and whether cleared patches are allowed to regrow is critical in understanding land use change and forest conversion rates.

A previous inventory was conducted in 1995 that found that approximately 49,907 ac was cleared between 1980 and 1995 (Rubin and Justice, 1995); however, a follow-up assessment has not been conducted since. The authors did not examine the spatiotemporal patterns of these cuts,
analyze intensity of clearing, or examine post-harvest outcomes. Shortly after this study was completed, a large (>1000 ac) clearcut in the state caused public outcry (NH DRED, 1996). In anticipation of updating the NH Forest Action Plan, the NH Division of Forest and Lands solicited an updated inventory of statewide timber clearing from the Forest Ecosystem Monitoring Cooperative (FEMC). Here, we inventoried the amount, extent, timing, and trajectory of moderate and intensive timber clearings in NH between 2000 and 2018 detected via remote sensing by utilizing available spatial datasets and ancillary information on the location of known timber clearings.

**Methodology**

**Identification of forest change**

We utilized the Global Forest Change spatial dataset produced by Hansen et al. (2013; Version 1.6) that identified locations of forest loss and gain between 2000 and 2018. Briefly, this dataset was created from time-series analysis of Landsat satellite imagery to characterize forest extent, loss, and gain at a 30 m (0.22 ac) spatial resolution. Forest loss was defined as a stand-replacing disturbance or change from a forest to non-forest state. Pixels of forest loss also contained the year of detection, between 2001 and 2018. For more information on this data product, refer to [https://earthenginepartners.appspot.com/science-2013-global-forest/download_v1.6.html](https://earthenginepartners.appspot.com/science-2013-global-forest/download_v1.6.html).

To identify locations of possible timber clearing in the state of NH, we grouped forest loss pixels that had the same year of loss into polygons. We restricted possible timber clearings to those ≥3.0 ac in size based on the previously established methodology (Rubin and Justice, 1995). Note that the Global Forest Change dataset only aimed to detect stand-replacing disturbance per 0.22 ac pixel; therefore, low intensity harvests, like thinning, crop-tree release, single tree selection, small gap selection, or shelterwood harvests were likely not detected or removed from analysis due to the size threshold. We summarized resulting timber clearing polygons by various criteria: statewide, as well as by county, year, and land ownership type. Timber clearing polygons can span county and ownership boundaries. For an accurate assessment of acreage, polygons were intersected with these boundaries resulting in the percentage of total polygons by county or ownership being greater than 100%. We converted the forest extent dataset by Hansen et al. (2013) to create a forest/non-forest image, where pixels with ≥30% tree cover were considered forest. This dataset estimates the total forestland at 87%, which is higher than the estimate calculated using the USFS Forest Inventory and Analysis plots in NH. We created this forest cover dataset to
have a spatially continuous raster of forestland so that our ratios of forest loss could be consistently compared. Using this dataset also ensured that areas where we detected clearing were in forestland. All estimates of forestland, and proportion of forestland cut were made using this dataset.

Accuracy assessment

We conducted two forms of accuracy assessment of our resulting timber clearing inventory: (1) a comparison to known silvicultural clearcuts to estimate the omission error rate (i.e., missed detection) and (2) a comparison to historic satellite and aerial imagery for a random subset of possible timber clearings to estimate overall accuracy and the commission error rate (i.e., erroneous inclusion). The resultant omission and commission error rates were used to define confidence intervals around the estimates of area cleared.

We combined USFS White Mountain National Forest (WMNF) timber harvest data (1993-2014; USFS 2018b), supplemented by harvest data from the USFS Data Extract Tool (USFS 2018a), with Timber Sales data from the State of NH Division of Forest and Lands (NH DRED 2018). From these, we selected only polygons with a harvest prescription of “clearcut” or “stand clearcut”. We used Google Earth Pro™ historical imagery to check that a clearing occurred in that location (non-cuts were removed), as well as verify the boundaries and year of harvest. When necessary, we re-digitized the extent to more accurately align with the imagery and updated the harvest year. This last step was especially important for the Timber Sales data from the state of NH. These polygons did not contain information on the year of harvest, rather the year the parcel was sold. For these polygons, we used historical imagery to estimate the harvest year. As historical images were not available for all locations each year, when a clearing occurred between two image years (e.g., 2004 and 2008), we assumed that it occurred mid-way between these years (2006). Once we confirmed the size and harvest year of all known clearings, we selected only those polygons with a harvest year between 2001 and 2018 and ≥3.0 ac in size to align with the previous inventory criteria (Rubin and Justice, 1995).

The resulting dataset contained 241 known silvicultural clearcuts that we used to evaluate the detection accuracy of our timber clearing inventory. Specifically, we assessed if our inventory correctly identified or failed to identify known clearcuts (omission error rate). When the timber clearing inventory correctly identified a known clearcut, we compared the year of detection to the
harvest year to assess temporal accuracy. Note that both the omission error rate and the temporal accuracy assessment only include comparison with known intensive silvicultural clearcuts, and not moderate intensity timber clearings. Further, these known harvests were not uniformly distributed throughout the state (the majority were located in WMNF).

To assess if the timber clearing inventory erroneously detected cuts when they did not occur (commission error rate), we randomly selected 1,550 polygons (8.1%) from the possible timber clearing inventory to evaluate for accuracy. For each of these polygons, we used Google Earth Pro™ and ESRI imagery to determine if there was (1) intensive timber clearing (i.e., defined as a residual basal area of <20ft²/ac based on the previous inventory criteria (Rubin and Justice, 1995)), (2) a moderate timber clearing (>20ft²/ac residual basal area), or (3) no timber clearing. The ‘moderate timber clearing’ category was assigned to polygons that were harvested, but it was uncertain if they constituted intensive clearings (i.e., clearcuts). We used the visualizations provided by McGaughey and Tootell (ND) to estimate 20 ft²/ac residual basal area in the imagery.

For the polygons that we assigned to be some sort of timber clearing (intensive or moderate), we evaluated the most likely reason for each cut using the available imagery: (1) forestry-related, (2) for development, or (3) for agricultural purposes. We primarily assigned the post-harvest outcome based on the pattern of the forest clearing (e.g., inclusion of reserves, amount of residuals), inclusion of other infrastructure (e.g., roads, power lines, etc.), and imagery post-harvest. We considered any land use change that did not include added infrastructure as “agriculture”; for example, gravel pits. Cuts that occurred more recently had comparably fewer years of imagery post-harvest to evaluate. This information was used to examine the relative proportion of silviculture to land use change in the state.

Results and Discussion

We first discuss the accuracy assessment of the inventory, as the findings from this step provide important context to the discussion of spatiotemporal patterns in clearing, ownership, and post-harvest outcome that follow.

Accuracy of timber clearing inventory

We detected 88% of the 241 known silvicultural clearcuts (omission rate of 12%; Table 1) using this timber clearing inventory. When we computed the omission error by area rather than
count, the omission error rate was 11%, suggesting that the estimates presented here underestimate the total area cleared by 11%. Of the 30 cuts that this inventory failed to detect, the majority (22 cuts) were detected partially or over multiple years, and due to the size restriction (i.e., ≥3.0 ac) were removed from the final set of possible timber clearings (Figure 1). In fact, 67% of the known clearcuts that were missed were <10 ac in size. Only 8 known clearcuts (3% of the total) were completely missed. Thus, by removing small clusters of pixels for our timber clearing inventory, we removed some harvested areas. However, this step was necessary to remove small areas of disturbance that would not likely constitute a moderate or intensive timber clearing (Figure 1). These areas may constitute a low intensity harvest, like single tree selection or small gap creation. We did find different rates of omission by county and year. However, the known clearcuts were limited in geographic scope (most occurred on federal lands in WMNF) and total number (241 cuts), such that these yearly and geographic differences should be interpreted with caution.

Table 1. Accuracy assessment results of omission errors derived by comparing the results of this inventory with 241 known silvicultural clearcuts provided by the WMNF and the State of NH. Results are presented both by polygon count and by area. Of the 30 known clearcuts missed, 22 were partially detected and only 8 were fully undetected (3% of the total).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percent of count</th>
<th>Total area (ac)</th>
<th>Percent of total area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive detection</td>
<td>211</td>
<td>87.5%</td>
<td>2,491</td>
<td>89.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missed detection</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>10.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Examples of timber clearing detection using the Hansen et al. (2013) dataset (Version 1.6). (Left) Example of a known silvicultural clearcut in WMNF (pink outline) that was not fully detected by this timber clearing inventory. However, the cut was partially detected in the original dataset before size thresh-holding (red pixels). Note that a single pixel is 0.22 ac in size. (Right) Example of the original dataset before and after size thresh-holding. Solid pixels show forest loss according to the Hansen et al. (2013) dataset (different colors represent different detection years). The blue outlines denote what we considered to be moderate and/or intensive timber clearings for this inventory. Note the many single or small clusters of pixels above and below the blue outlines. These clusters were too small to be included based on the size threshold (≥3.0 ac).
Of the 1,550 timber clearing polygons we assessed for commission error accuracy, only 2.4% incorrectly identified a clearing when there was no evidence of one in the historical imagery. The commission errors were slightly smaller (1.7%) when examined by polygon area rather than count (Table 2). Of the 36 polygons that misidentified a timber clearing, over half occurred in the last year of the analysis (2018) and another 20% occurred in 2017 (Figure 2). This suggests that the imagery we used to assess the accuracy of the timber clearing inventory were not as recent as those used to create the Global Forest Change dataset. As new images are made available, we can reassess these commission errors for 2017 and 2018. Overall, most of the misclassifications occurred on smaller polygons; the mean size of misclassified polygons was 8 ac compared to 11 ac for those that were correctly identified. Commission errors varied by county, ranging from no commission errors in Belknap, Hillsborough, Merrimack, Rockingham, and Strafford Counties to a 6.0% commission error rate in Grafton County (Figure 3).

Table 2. Accuracy assessment results of commission errors derived by comparing the timber clearing inventory with historical imagery. Results are presented both by polygon count and by area. While the timber clearing inventory only erroneous identified 36 polygons (2.4% of cuts, 1.7% by area), many positive detections were not intensive timber clearings (i.e., <20 ft²/ac residual basal area).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percent of count</th>
<th>Total area (ac)</th>
<th>Percent of total area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intensive timber clearing</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>54.8%</td>
<td>9,062</td>
<td>54.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate timber clearing</td>
<td>664</td>
<td>42.8%</td>
<td>7,220</td>
<td>43.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No timber clearing</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>2.0%</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>1.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Results of the commission error accuracy assessment by year detected according to the Global Forest Change dataset (Hansen et al. 2013). At set of 1,550 polygons from the timber clearing inventory were assessed if they were intensive (<20 ft²/ac residual basal area) or moderate (>20 ft²/ac residual basal area) timber clearings, or if no clearing occurred at that location (error) based on available historical imagery.
While this inventory did well at detecting some level of timber clearing, of the 1,514 polygons that correctly identified a clearing based on the historical imagery, slightly more than half (55%) were determined to be intensive timber clearings (i.e., residual basal area of <20 ft²/ac; Figure 4). The other half (44%) were determined to be moderate clearings (i.e., >20 ft²/ac residual basal area). We were unable to classify timber clearing intensity using remote sensing; as these results were based on a subset of timber clearing polygons, caution should be used when interpreting the amount of possible clearcutting. Further, the ratio of intensive to moderate clearings detected varied by county and year (Figure 2, Figure 3).

Using the results of our accuracy assessment, the values presented here are unlikely to overestimate the amount of timber clearing overall (<2% commission error rate by area), but these results do include both moderate and intensive timber clearings. We estimate that slightly more than half of the values presented here represent intensive timber clearings. Further, this inventory could not detect low-intensity timber clearings, like single tree or small group selection. While those types of clearing may have detected by the original dataset (Hansen et al. 2013), discontinuous pixels and clearings <3.0 ac in size were removed from further analysis (see Methods section). At the same time, the results presented here may underestimate cleared area (11% omission rate by area). These error rates were used to define the upper (omission rate) and lower (commission rate) bounds of the values presented here.

Spatiotemporal patterns of timber clearing inventory

Spatial patterns

The timber clearing inventory detected 203,816 ac of clearing representing 3.9% of the state’s forestland between 2000 and 2018 across 19,090 polygons (Table 3, Figure 4). Based on our accuracy assessment, this equated to approximately 111,548 ac of intensive timber clearing (<20ft²/ac residual basal area) and 88,846ac of moderate timber clearing (>20ft²/ac residual basal area). However, as the ratio of intensive to moderate clearings were assessed on a subset of polygons (1,514), these values should be interpreted with caution. Further, the classification of ‘moderate’ and ‘intensive’ was performed using aerial imagery and therefore may be subjective. Annually, this equated to an average of 11,323 ac (0.2% of the state’s forestland) overall, with 6,197 ac classified as intensive and 4,937 ac classified as moderate timber clearing. Using the harvest report data from the NH Department of Revenue Administration (2016), approximately 198,758 ac
of forestland were harvested (any intensity) per year between 2008 and 2016, which equates to 3.8% of the forestland in NH.

We found that individual moderate and intensive clearings ranged from 3 to 445 ac in size (Figure 5). Clearings greater than 250 ac were rare (<0.03% of all clearings). Nearly all of the clearings identified (97.5%) were less than 50 ac in size and 72.1% were less than 10 ac. The average size (± SE) of clearings detected was 10.7 ± 0.1 ac, and this only varied slightly by location (Table 3). Across the 10 NH counties, the average size of timber clearings ranged from 9.0 ± 0.3 in Rockingham County to 12.3 ± 0.2 in Coös County (Table 3). Along with largest average cut, Coös County had the largest total area cut (72,217 ac; 4,012 ac/yr), proportion of forestland cut (6.6% total, 0.37% per year), number of cuts (5,850), and single cut (445 ac).

The values presented here are greater than what was detected in the previous inventory for the time period 1980-1995: 49,907 ac across 1734 cuts (Rubin and Justice, 1995). Per year, this equated to 3,327 ac or 0.06% of the state's forestland. However, the previous inventory only aimed to detect intensive timber clearings (e.g., clearcuts). To provide comparable values from our timber clearing inventory (2000-2018), we extrapolated from our clearing intensity assessment to estimate that 6,197 ac/yr (55%) were intensive clearings, or a little less than double the amount found in the previous inventory. There are a few possible explanations to explain the increase in timber clearing area detected here compared to the previous inventory: the amount of timber clearing may have increased since the previous inventory; the amount of intensive clearing that we
calculated could be inflated based on our extrapolation of a 55% intensive clearing rate by area; or, there may have been clearings that were not detected in the previous inventory based on the methodology.

There were other notable differences between the two inventories. In the previous inventory, the authors detected a larger maximum cut size (700 ac) and average cut size (28.8 ± 1.0 ac) than the inventory presented here. Statewide, they found comparatively fewer cuts in the southern part of the state compared to this assessment. The authors also found that 64% of the cuts occurred in Coös County (Rubin and Justice, 1995); in our inventory, Coös comprised 31% of the statewide clearings.

Table 3. Summary of timber clearing inventory statistics presented by county and statewide. Note that polygons were split along county boundaries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>County</th>
<th>Total area (ac)</th>
<th>% of area forestland cut</th>
<th>Total area intensive (ac)</th>
<th>Ave. annual area (ac/ yr)</th>
<th>N polygons</th>
<th>% of area forestland cut per yr</th>
<th>Average polygon area ± SE (ac)</th>
<th>Max polygon size (ac)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Belknap</td>
<td>10,532</td>
<td>4.7%</td>
<td>4,994</td>
<td>585</td>
<td>951</td>
<td>0.26%</td>
<td>11.1 ± 0.4</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carroll</td>
<td>15,614</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
<td>7,523</td>
<td>867</td>
<td>1,577</td>
<td>0.16%</td>
<td>9.9 ± 0.3</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheshire</td>
<td>10,010</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>3,927</td>
<td>556</td>
<td>1,015</td>
<td>0.13%</td>
<td>9.9 ± 0.4</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coös</td>
<td>72,217</td>
<td>6.7%</td>
<td>44,811</td>
<td>4,012</td>
<td>5,850</td>
<td>0.37%</td>
<td>12.3 ± 0.2</td>
<td>445</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grafton</td>
<td>22,758</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
<td>12,524</td>
<td>1,264</td>
<td>2,366</td>
<td>0.12%</td>
<td>9.6 ± 0.3</td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hillsborough</td>
<td>18,975</td>
<td>4.0%</td>
<td>11,021</td>
<td>1,054</td>
<td>1,994</td>
<td>0.22%</td>
<td>9.5 ± 0.3</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merrimack</td>
<td>25,886</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
<td>11,137</td>
<td>1,438</td>
<td>2,540</td>
<td>0.27%</td>
<td>10.2 ± 0.3</td>
<td>271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rockingham</td>
<td>11,025</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
<td>6,763</td>
<td>613</td>
<td>1,241</td>
<td>0.17%</td>
<td>8.9 ± 0.3</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strafford</td>
<td>6,352</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>2,614</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>696</td>
<td>0.18%</td>
<td>9.1 ± 0.4</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan</td>
<td>10,446</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
<td>6,319</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>986</td>
<td>0.17%</td>
<td>10.6 ± 0.5</td>
<td>167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statewide</td>
<td>203,816</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td>111,549</td>
<td>11,323</td>
<td>19,090</td>
<td>0.22%</td>
<td>10.7 ± 0.1</td>
<td>445</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4. Locations of moderate and intensive timber clearings (blue polygons, enhanced for visibility) detected in New Hampshire between 2000 and 2018 using the Global Forest Disturbance dataset (Hansen et al. 2013). The inset maps on the left show examples of the range of clearings detected, with different outline colors denoting different years of detection: (top) a large, multi-year timber clearing, (middle) a single intensive timber clearing, and (bottom) timber clearing for planned development. Note that for the top image, the cutting occurred in the early 2000s and the underlying imagery shows that forest regrowth has occurred.
Patterns by landownership

Most of the moderate and intensive timber clearings (83.8%) occurred on private, non-conserved lands, such as private woodlots, farms, or residential areas (Table 4). The average size of clearings among owner types did vary more than it did by county: municipal/county lands had the smallest sized cuts, while private land had the largest average size. That said, the range in average clearing size across these disparate ownerships is still quite small. Note that we did not evaluate whether the cut occurred when the land was under the current ownership (ownership data from 2019). For example, a forest parcel could have been harvested in 2001 and subsequently sold to a different type of owner; since our landownership data was from 2019, the area would be classified as occurring on land under the new owner. We also found that private, non-conserved lands experienced clearing at a higher rate than other landowner types: 4.9% of forestland on private, non-conserved lands was cleared compared to 0.8% of forestland on Federal lands.
Table 4. Results of statewide moderate and intensive timber clearing inventory reported by land ownership entity. Land ownership data from the Society for the Protection of NH Forests (2019).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ownership type</th>
<th>Total area cut (ac)</th>
<th>% of area forestland cut</th>
<th>Ave. annual area (ac/yr)</th>
<th>% of area forestland cut per yr</th>
<th>% of statewide forestloss</th>
<th>Average polygon size ± SE (ac)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Private, non-conserved lands</td>
<td>162,212</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
<td>9,012</td>
<td>0.23%</td>
<td>79.6%</td>
<td>10.1 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Municipal</td>
<td>3,088</td>
<td>1.9%</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>0.10%</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>4.2 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal</td>
<td>6,497</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>361</td>
<td>0.04%</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
<td>8.2 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State of NH</td>
<td>7,460</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>0.17%</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
<td>9.8 ± 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Public/Quasi-Public Entity</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.22%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>5.9 ± 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private, conserved</td>
<td>23,846</td>
<td>3.6%</td>
<td>1,325</td>
<td>0.19%</td>
<td>11.7%</td>
<td>7.7 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>County</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.06%</td>
<td>0.04%</td>
<td>4.2 ± 1.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Patterns over time

The least amount of moderate and intensive timber clearing detected in this inventory occurred in 2003 (4,446 ac), and the peak occurred in 2017 with 17,322 ac detected (Figure 7). There was a significant positive trend in the total amount detected over time (P=0.003), equating to an additional 415 ac cleared per year. Broken down by the proportion of intensive compared to moderate timber clearings assessed for a subset of polygons (Figure 2), we found that the rate of intensive clearings has not increased over time, but that moderate clearings had (P=0.01). When we examined timber clearings over time by estimated post-harvest outcome, we found that the amount of forest cut for agriculture or development had not increased over time.

Because of the methodology and technical issues with remotely-sensed imagery, the year of detection is uncertain and may contain error, but was found to be within two years of the actual occurrence (Figure 6). Of the timber clearings, 38% were detected in the same year the clearing occurred. The dataset slightly overestimated the harvest year by an average (±SE) of 0.49 ± 0.06 years. Therefore, we think that there is a high degree of accuracy within 2 years of the year detected.
Figure 7. Statewide moderate and intensive timber clearing inventory identified through remote sensing displayed by the year detected and total acreage (left axis) and as the average (±SE) cut size (right axis). Upper and lower error bars for the total area are derived from the omission and commission error rates, respectively. There is a significant positive linear trend in the total area cleared over time, but not in the average cut size.

Figure 6. Number of years’ difference between the harvest year for a set of known silvicultural clearcuts and detection year for the timber clearing inventory. The mean difference in year (±SE) was 0.49 ± 0.6 years.
Patterns by post-harvest outcome

Of the 1,514 timber clearings we assessed in the accuracy analysis that were identified to be clearings (either moderate or intensive clearing), we determined that 75% were likely for timber management purposes (80% by area), rather than for land use conversion. Of the 25% (20% by area) that appeared to be for land use conversion, we estimated that 55% (15% of total cuts) were for development (11% of total area) and the remaining 45% (10% of total cuts, 9% of total area) for agricultural or other non-structural development purposes (e.g., gravel pits, yards). The total estimated forestland conversion (2000-2018) was 40,763 ac (2,265 ac/yr), with 22,420 ac (1,246 ac/yr) for development and 18,343 ac (1,019 ac/yr) for agriculture or other non-structural development purposes. This equated to an annual conversion rate of 0.04% of NH’s forestland. This is lower than the amount in the 2010 statewide assessment (NH DRED) where it was projected that 5,227 ac/yr would be converted from forestland.

These proportions were not uniform across the 10 NH counties or over time (Figure 8, Figure 9). Rockingham had the highest proportion of post-harvest outcomes suggesting land conversion, with the majority assessed as development. Statewide, NH DRED (2010) reported that in 2001 7% of harvested area were ‘terminal harvests’ (i.e., for land use change) and the highest rates were found in Rockingham and Strafford Counties (approximately 30% of the total harvested area for land use change purposes). We found similar patterns, but a higher rate statewide – about 20% of the clearings were for land use change, which includes both development and non-development purposes. This higher rate may be because we assessed outcomes for multiple years post-harvest. While Coös had the highest amount of timber clearing, our assessment suggests that most was for forestry purposes. We also found that the average size of cuts assessed to be for land use conversion purposes were smaller (8 ac) than those for forestry (12 ac).
Over time, the relative proportion of forestland cut for land use change has remained steady (Figure 9). A report by the USFS using Forest Inventory and Analysis data found that the amount of forestland in NH has declined since 2012 (Morin 2018). However, we found no significant trend in the amount of timber clearing for forest conversion (area classified with a post-harvest outcome as agriculture and development combined; P=0.5). Conversely, the amount identified for forest management purposes has increased – and this increase is statistically significant (P=0.03). Land utilized for silviculture and allowed to regrow retains important ecosystem services that land converted to other uses does not, and further creates early successional forests that are important for wildlife and landscape diversity. If we combine our assessment of area total forestland cleared intensively per year (6,197 ac/yr) to the proportion that we assessed to be for silvicultural purposes (80%), this equates to the creation of approximately 4,958 ac (or 0.1% of NH’s forestland) per year of early successional forests.

Figure 8. The proportion of post-harvest outcomes per county derived from the subset of timber clearings assessed in the commission error accuracy assessment (1,550 polygons). Colors indicate the likely reason for the observed cut: forestry (dark blue), development (light blue), or agricultural/non-development (gray). Note that these post-harvest outcomes are visual estimates based on forest harvest patterns, additional infrastructure, and post-harvest images.
Future directions and areas for improvement

This analysis demonstrates the utility of the Global Forest Change dataset (Hansen et al. 2013) for detecting moderate and intensive timber clearings. However, it comes with limitations. The timber clearing inventory presented here missed a number of known silvicultural clearcuts (11\% by area) and we are unsure why, but it was likely the result of satellite image inputs. The biggest limitation in remote sensing analyses is the temporal resolution of composite satellite images. Satellite images over New England often contain clouds and as a result, multiple years of images are needed to create a cloud-free, statewide land cover image. The authors of the Global Forest Change dataset that we utilized for this assessment caution that some of the underlying Landsat imagery has not been fully validated (Hansen et al. 2013). While we found that the dataset did not overestimate the amount of moderate and intensive timber clearings statewide, we were unable to effectively distinguish between these two levels of clearing intensity. Nearly half of the polygons we classified as ‘moderate timber clearings’, but we were unable to definitively assess if the amount of residual basal area qualified these polygons to be officially defined as an intensive
timber clearing (residual basal area <20 ft$^2$/ac). With additional data on clearing locations and associated residual basal area, we would be able to more accurately detect the threshold between intensive and moderate clearings, as well as define an upper limit of residual basal area that can be detected as ‘moderate’ cuts.

Another issue is the shape and exact extent of the timber clearings detected. Using this remote sensing dataset, 30 m square pixels were converted to vector polygons. As a result, the resulting timber clearing polygon did not always capture the extents correctly. With the increase in satellites capable of finer resolution and more frequent return times (e.g., SENTINEL-2), there is the possibility that future assessments will be improved, particularly for detecting more exact extents and a wider range of clearing intensities.

There are a number of possible options for improving the accuracy of this analysis. Field validation that includes a range of clearing intensities and recovery dynamics could enhance the accuracy assessment. Additional polygons of known timber clearings, particularly in counties that were not well represented in the omission error analysis, would help us understand spatial patterns of detection failure.

Conclusions

This timber clearing inventory provides valuable information for understanding and managing the forestlands in the state of NH. The resulting data on moderate and intensive timber clearing detected via remote sensing allows for a more in-depth exploration of spatiotemporal trends and patterns across the landscape, including potential drivers of timber clearing activities and implications for the long-term management of NH forests. We found that the average size of moderate and intensive timber clearings has not varied significantly over time or by location, but that the total annual amount of clearing has increased since 2001. Based on our assessment of a subset of polygons, this increase may not be due to land use conversion, but by an increase in forestry-related clearing. Responsible management of forestland for timber provides many ecosystem services (e.g., carbon storage and sequestration, wood products) that the same parcel cannot provide once it has been converted to a non-forest state.

In this analysis, we have demonstrated that an available product, the Global Forest Change dataset (Hansen et al. 2013), can be used to remotely detect moderate and intensive timber clearings in the state of NH. We found that commission errors were low (<2%), suggesting that this
dataset does not overestimate timber clearing. However, those detections included both moderate and intensive timber clearings. At this point, we are not able to remotely distinguish between these clearing levels. Slightly more than half (55%) of the timber clearing area detected was assessed as ‘intensive’. When we extrapolated the annual amount of intensive clearing and the proportion estimated to be for silviculture, we assessed that a very small amount (0.1% of the state’s forestland) of early successional forests were added each year. Also, the inventory did miss some known silvicultural clearcuts (11% omission rate by area), and as a result may underestimate timber clearings, particularly for small parcels (i.e., <10 ac). As new iterations of this dataset are released, this analysis could be updated.

Lastly, these results indicate that large timber clearings may be less of a concern than perceived by the general public; smaller timber clearings (<50 ac) made up a majority of the cutting statewide and cuts >250 ac were rare (Figure 5). Based on the accuracy assessment, it is less likely that the inventory failed to detect large cuts; more often it did not detect smaller-sized cuts.

Data

All data have been made available on the FEMC data archive at https://www.uvm.edu/femc/data/archive/project/NHForestClearing, and an online map viewer for the data is available at https://arcg.is/1085vu.
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